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. WMAP indicates that mere may sources at r-15-20 + 
extended relonlntlon or two r&nkaUon e~ochs te.a. Cen 
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- Probing the LF to lhe same relative aepm as mat ofH from 
the UDF gives us a r e q m  aepm: 
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The time it will take to measure a I nJy source - that of ";irst Light" at 2~ to a SIN =I 0 j :, 4 is sensitive metric of the absolute science performance of the JWST mission. 
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- Level 2 mission requirement for observatory sensitivity . 
Measured in W/m2Hz for SN and R values 
Effects the integration time necessary to make an observation 
Determined by calculation for each instrument; stray light levels and transmissioR 
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, I - Level 2 mission requirement for stray lighffparticulate requirements 
Stray light spectral radiance level measured in Mega Janskeys (MJy) 
- 1 MJyIsr = 1 XI 0-20 W/m2-Hz-sr 
Partjcku\~~eecontamination increases stray light radiance 
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- Level 2 mission requirement for transmission - -  - 
I - Optical transmission requirement, measured in % . P 
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: . , The observatory system shall reach the sensitivity performance levels shown in the following 
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#. Contributions to stray light 
- Zodi background (infield) 
- Galactic sky 
, - Earth & moon 
- Nearby bright field stars 
SNR - 
,/r 
Galactic Sky Zodi Sky Earth Shine Moon Shine 
(MJyIsr) (MJyIsr) (MJylsr) (MJylsr) 
0.039 0.029 0.096 0.017 
0.037 0.020 0.054 0.009 
0.022 0.008 0.033 0.012 
0.019 0.001 0.454 0.192 1 
Galactic Sky Zodi Sky Earth Shine Moon Shine 
(MJyIsr) (MJyIsr) (MJyIsr) (MJyIsr) 
Wavelength In-fied Zodi 7equlrernen %lactic Sky Zodi Sky Earth Shine Moon Shine 
, (MJyIsr) (MJylsr) (MJy1sr)- - (MJyfsr) (MJyIsr) (MJyIsr) 
1 ‘ 0.138 na 0.062 - 0.041 - 0.156 0.028 
- -  
0.094 1 0.091 - 0s62 0.029- - 0.091 _ : - T O T 6 -  - ---. 
.(% 0.081 0.032 -0.034 0.011 - ' 0.047 0.018 
5 0.48 na 0.027 0.001 0.533: 0.244 
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?':f #,*.. Prediction of particulate level at time of launch indicated that to 
meet 1% PAC on the Primary Mirror, aggressive mirror covering 
techniques would be required - very undesirable to optics group 
The same analysis predicted that 1.4% EOL could , 
..- be met without 1 extreme protective measures - 1 ,li - 8 -  8 ,  
P . . J r - - 
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+ Systems engineering evaluated relaxing the requirement to 1.5% !&; 
,-I 
. 
PAC on the Primary Mirror, and tightening the requirement to 0.5 
9. PAC on the Secondary Mirror 
B. -..I 
- The PM is integrated cup-up, is very large and is segmented, 
therefore it is much harder to maintain clean' I 
i$$.-;~@@his change would minimize risk and cost 
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'ontamfnation & Coagngs Workshop, 17-ld ~ u l y  2007 
Improvements to design (i.e. closeouts to stray light paths) and the 
combination of tightening SM requirement while relaxing PM requirement 
led to the following, most current requirements: 
Primary Mirror 
Secondary Mirror 
Fine Steering Mirror 
Tertiary Mirror 
Systems engineering put conditions on these changes: 
- Stray Light and Transmission levels remain at their current required levels (no 
relaxation permitted for easing particulate requirement) 
- Design features to improve stray light performance must continue to be 
pursued 
- TQe analyses used to accept the change is correct and does not change 
significantly in the next round of analyses 
- ' No degradation of the OTE transmission error-budget is incurred because of 
- .  - - 
/ t this change--- - - -- - - - - -  
- - - -  - - - .  - - - -  - -  - 
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S = F v . A ~ - s , , - A - r , , . Q E - t e x p / ( h . ~ )  , I  . ,.- .: 
S = F,.AA.r,,.A-r,, -QE.t,, .A/(h.c) 
.Signal calculation given for either frequency or wavelength spectral irradiances 
- F, = spectral irradiance (per frequency) 
- Av = spectral bandwidth (frequency) 
- fi = spectral bandwidth (wavelength) 
From Wamn 
Calculate the transmission for each mirror 
Reflectance using a contamination and ice modified stack 
- Angle of incidence effects 
PAC for each mirror \ 
,; J 
~ 0 t h  polarizations f \+- - 
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I Beer's Law ignores almost all of the physics going on 
- Polarization 
- Multiple reflections 
- Protective layer 
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Thin Hllm Call~ulaasnr ' . 
The mirror (dean or contaminated) is treated 
as a system of films on a gold substrate 
The reflectance depends on 
- Optical properties of the gold, SiOx and the 
contamination 
Complex index of refraction 
- Gold and SiOx (Si02) from Palik 
- Ice from Warren 
- NVR-"literature" 
- Angle of incidence, polarization and 
wavelength of the incident light 
Have calculation of mirrors (thin film analysis) 
that includes all of the above effects 
Mathcad file 
~sed. io calculatereflectance of-mirrors at 
vari<us-~~l;-ice an$l--NVR films - 
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Since the indices of NVR is % .  .:-, : 1 
. ,  specific to the species and I oo LOSS Contours @ k=2 pin >. 7 1  
,%. the species are unknown, so . + 
are the relevant n and k 
values 
1 4  
. Inserted n and k for an NVR 
-' layer in the TFI calculation E 1 140 
.d 
and determined the thickness 1 to lose 1% reflectance at 135 !z I 8 I normal incidence 1 - O 130 I 20 1 : From the literature, we can .u -
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r. assume and likely species , i lZ5- 
P : have an n and k in the green - e ,," 
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Reflectance (Iptnn~lfy) @ Vaccutn-Matenal Interface 
ormal incidence 
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. . ! . . . EOb Tmmsrralesion Budget 
Contamination Control Plan 
Coating based on SBMt 
measured data 
Particulates and NVR 
based on contamination 
control modeling anchored 
to past experiences 
Ice based on preliminary 
analyses based on thermal 
cool-down modeling and 
anticipated water content 
of materials at launch. 
These analyses are being 
refined. 
Carbon is a conservative 
stimate based on similar 
Ja? obtained from GOES 
Micrometeoroid data 
base'd on L2 environment 
and hypervelocity testing 
of-miffof samples 
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5- $. For each stage of I&T the duration and location of activities is I 
3; known e. - "; $< 
'4~ Using an estimate (requirement) of allowed fallout the incremental 
increase in percent areal coverage (PAC) is determined 
, The main effects of particulate coverage is in loss of transmission ' 9  . .# t
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- Wavelength independent t 
, 
The Al&T schedule gives a prediction of the pre-launch particulate 
b load on each mirror w 
* A redistribution analysis is also conducted to see where the 
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Contamination & Coatings Workshop, 17-19 July 200; 
V3 Polarization 1 . r 
Transmission comparison between clean and dirty mirrors 
Clean: SiOx = 0.050 pm Ice = 0.00 pm 
Dirty: SiOx = 0.050 pm Ice = [PM:0.020 SMA:O.O20 TMA:0.010 FSM:O.OO] pm Delta Transmission I 
NVR Data from Contamination Group (Dirty - Clean) 
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JWST is a challenging mission in all respects 
contamination reuuirements 
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